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Phase transitions (PTs) of ABX3 hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) can 

endow many important electrical, magnetic and optical properties which are the key for 

their applicable functionalities. In this regard, elucidating their mechanisms has become 

an essential forefront in the field. Hitherto, the driving forces of their PTs were largely 

limited to the BX6 octahedral tilting (displacive transitions) and molecular ordering of 

the A-site (order-disorder transitions), while other atomic factors have attracted little 

attention. Here, we uncover a complex ferroelastic PT in a HOIP, [CH3NH3][Mn(N3)3], 

based on structural characterisations and ab initio lattice dynamics calculations. This 

unusual first-order PT, between two ordered phases, is neither displacive nor order-

disorder, but primarily driven by collective atomic vibrations of the whole lattice, along 

with concurrent molecular displacement and peculiar octahedral tilting. Moreover, the 

atomic vibrational gain is the origin of the significant entropy change between the low 

and high temperature structures, and plays a critical role in driving the transition. This 

finding offers an alternative pathway for designing new ferroic PTs and related physical 

properties in HOIPs and other hybrid crystals. 
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Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) have attracted growing interest in the past 

several years due to their potential applications in the fields of photovoltaics, optoelectronics 

and sensing devices1. Similar to their conventional oxide counterparts, these HOIPs exhibit 

abundant structural transitions in response to external perturbation such as temperature or 

pressure2-3. Since these phase transitions (PTs) can often endow significant changes in the 

electrical, magnetic and optical properties, which are of vital importance for the design and 

fabrication of functional devices, it is crucial to fully understand their origins from an atomic 

scale. For example, it has been found that the first-order tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition 

of MAPbI3 (MA = methylammonium) below 160 K –  driven by the soft modes of PbI6 

octahedral tilting and the MA cation ordering –  could have a significant impact on its electron-

phonon coupling and corresponding photovoltaic properties4. 

 

In traditional inorganic perovskites, the A-site displacement and BX6 octahedral tilting are the 

primary driving forces of PTs5-6, these are displacive transitions. However, the presence of 

organic species on the A- and/or X-sites in HOIPs significantly complicates the symmetry 

breaking process2,7. Though octahedral tilting patterns in HOIPs are generally reminiscent of 

those in conventional perovskites, these much larger and longer X-sites offer additional 

freedom for the octahedra to distort, hence offering new tilting pathways. The recent discovery 

that adjacent octahedra in [TMA][Mn(N3)3] (TMA = tetramethylammonium) and other azide 

HOIPs tilt in the same sense indeed proves such new possibilities8-10. On the other hand, the 

dynamic movement of the organic A-site from one state to another, which normally appears as 

order-disorder switching via rotational and configurational changes, can also induce symmetry 

changes11-14. The accompanying alterations of hydrogen bonding15 and dispersive forces16 

during the dynamic switching will in turn influence the PT. Such complex synergies in the A-
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site have been found to be the main origin of ferroelectricity in some HOIPs (e.g. 

[DMA][Co(DCOO)3], DMA = dimethylammonium)17, in stark contrast to the displacive nature 

of electrical ordering in perovskite oxides 18-19. 

 

Although the importance of PTs of HOIPs has attracted increasing awareness, most studies 

were focused on the aforementioned driving factors of molecular ordering and displacement2. 

As one prominent difference between HOIPs and inorganic perovskites is their atomic weight, 

the presence of substantially lighter elements such as hydrogen and carbon could lead to 

remarkable energetic changes across the transition if their vibrational entropic effects are 

significant enough. Such vibrational entropy effects have been found to be the primary factor 

for driving the polymorphism in hybrid formates by recent lattice dynamics calculations20. Here 

we report on an unusual vibrational entropy driven PT in an azide HOIP, [MA][Mn(N3)3] on 

the basis of comprehensive structural and thermodynamic characterisations, as well as 

extensive lattice dynamics calculations. We show that the complex first-order PT in 

[MA][Mn(N3)3] involves the synergistic motions of the octahedral tilting, rotation and 

displacement of the MA cation, and motion of the azide group. More importantly, we reveal 

that the significant entropy change across the transition arises from the vibrational effects of 

all atoms which in return are the major source for thermally driving the PT. 

 

[MA][Mn(N3)3] has an ABX3 perovskite structure, in which the A-, B- and X-sites are MA+, 

Mn2+ and azide groups, respectively. The high temperature (HT) structure (270 K, Fig. 1a) of 

[MA][Mn(N3)3] crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c, with a = 9.0311(10), b = 

7.3935(8), c = 12.5463(13) Å, β = 102.434(11)o and V = 818.09(16) Å3, in which the fully 

ordered MA+ is hydrogen-bonded to the [Mn(N3)3]- perovskite framework21. There are four 

hydrogen bonds in each pseudo-perovskite unit and the N·· ·N distances and N–H···N angles 
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are 2.967(3)-3.152(4) Å and 130.0(5)-171.4(4)o, respectively. Notably, the MA cation is 

located in the perovskite cavity at an off-center position along the c-axis and the adjacent MnN6 

octahedra distort along this direction. According to the Glazer notation, the octahedral tilting 

system of the HT phase would be a-b-b-22. Referred to a notional perovskite-like cubic parent 

structure with space group Pm-3m and cell parameter ac, this the HT P21/c structure has cell 

dimensions ~√2ac* √2ac* 2ac. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) The crystal structure of HT (270 K) viewed down the c axis. (b) The crystal 
structure of LT (260 K) viewed along the a axis. Violet dotted lines signify the hydrogen bonds. 
The grey arrows indicate the rotation directions of octahedra during the PT. Colour scheme: 
Mn, emerald; C, black; N, blue; H, 25% grey. (c) Hydrogen bond lengths as a function of 
temperature from 200 to 320 K. (d) Temperature dependencies of atomic displacement 
parameters (ADPs) of Mn, C, NA and NX atoms. Note: NA and NX represent the nitrogen atoms 
of the A- and X-sites, respectively; the emerald dashed line separates the LT and HT phase 
regions. 

(c) 

(a) (b) 

(d) 
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Upon cooling, [MA][Mn(N3)3] undergoes a PT at about 264 K to a low temperature phase (LT) 

with the same monoclinic space group P21/c, but with a = 6.2218(4), b = 7.2500(4), c = 

18.3398(11) Å, β = 102.075(5)o and V = 808.97(8) Å3 (Fig. 1b)21. With respect to the same 

parent cubic structure as referred to above, the cell dimensions of the LT structure are ~ac* 

√2ac* 2√2ac. This structure does not have a group-subgroup relationship with the HT structure 

so the transition must be first order in character, with a complex pattern of changes which 

involves all the A-, B- and X-sites. Specifically, the MA cation exhibits both displacement and 

rotation about the C–N axis, and the MnN6 octahedral tilts change dramatically (the Glazer 

notation is no longer applicable) along with significant movement of the azide groups. This is 

accompanied by the breaking and reforming of hydrogen bonding with N·· ·N distances of 

2.925(2)-3.252(3) Å and N–H···N angles of 149.2(3)-158.6(3)o (Fig. 1b). Strikingly, three 

newly constructed hydrogen bonds in the LT structure are about 2.1-3.2% longer than those in 

the HT structure though the fourth one is slightly shorter (2.8%) (Fig. 1c). This results in overall 

weakening of the hydrogen-bonding when crossing the transition from HT to LT, which has 

not been reported in any other HOIPs2. However, the thermal vibrations of all atoms in 

[MA][Mn(N3)3] show a normal trend, where the atomic displacement parameters (ADPs) of C, 

NA, Mn and NX all decrease upon cooling (Fig. 1d). Additional solid state 1H magic-angle 

spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) measurements reveal the thermal vibration 

of hydrogen atoms in the perovskite structure. As seen from Fig. S3, the chemical shift of 

hydrogen atoms on the –NH3 group reduces from 6.6 to 6.3 ppm, with decreasing intensity, 

when cooling from 323 to 223 K. This indicates increasing shielding effects of the nitrogen 

atom with respect to the attached hydrogens and, hence, weakening the vibration of amino 

hydrogens upon cooling. Such an unusual phenomenon arises from the competing effects of 

electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonding in the perovskite unit across the transition. The 

unit cell volume contracts by about 1.13% when cooling from 270 to 260 K, leading to a 
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significant increase of electrostatic interactions between the MA cation and the perovskite host, 

which compensate for the lengthening of the hydrogen bonding and result in decreasing atomic 

displacement parameters (ADPs) from HT to LT. Another interesting feature of the transition 

is that the azide group exhibits both cis-EE and trans-EE coordination modes rather than pure 

cis-EE in the HT phase21.  

 

DSC experiments provide thermodynamic information about the transition (Fig. S2a). The 

temperature dependencies of heat flow show an anomaly at 277 K on heating and at 264 K on 

cooling, in agreement with the literature21. The width of the thermal hysteresis of 13 K and 

sharp peaks observed at both heating and cooling confirm the strong first-order nature of the 

transition. Temperature dependencies of entropy (SExp), shown in Fig. S2b, demonstrate that 

the associated entropy change (∆SExp) is approximately 4.35 J K-1mol-1. This large value is 

close to that of a two-fold order-disorder transition (ΔS = RlnN2/N1 = Rln2 = 5.76 J K-1mol-1, 

where N represents the ratio of possible configurations after and before PT and R is the gas 

constant), though our single crystal X-ray diffraction studies unambiguously exclude the 

existence of any structural disorder in the HT phase. Such an unusually large entropy change 

suggests that the whole HT structure exhibits a dramatic increase in the vibrational degrees of 

freedom and corresponding active phonon modes, in comparison with the LT structure. 

 

In order to better understand these structures, the [Mn(N3)3]- frameworks have been compared 

with the framework of a notional cubic parent framework in space group Pm-3m. The computer 

program ISODISTORT23 has been used to identify the most important distortions of these 

frameworks. A very significant distortion in each structure is associated with irreducible 

representation (irrep) M3- (at k = ½,½,0); this appears to involve the displacements of the Mn 

and neighboring N alternately above and below the average plane. In the HT structure there is 
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also significant distortion associated with irrep R4+, well known in perovskites to give out-of-

phase octahedral tilting and in this case the tilt system  a-b-b-. In the LT structure, there is no 

contribution from R4+, but rather a significant contribution from irrep Σ2 (at k = ¼,¼,0), which 

gives a pattern of tilting such that pairs of neighbouring octahedra are tilted in the same sense 

(Fig. S1b). Although other distortions are present, it is sufficient to couple M3- with R4+, and 

M3- with Σ2, to give the HT and LT structures respectively#. From the perspective of the 

framework, the HT to LT transition may be seen largely as a change from a conventional a-b-

b- tilt system to the unusual Σ2 tilt system against the background of notional cubic framework 

distorted by irrep M3-. Although the changes in the framework may be interesting, it is very 

likely that these changes are driven by changes in the orientations and locations of the MA 

entities in the cavities. 

 

Both HT and LT structures are ferroelastic with respect to the parent cubic structure and the 

HT phase does indeed contain ferroelastic twin walls at room temperature (Fig. S4). Even 

though there is no group-subgroup relationship between the HT and LT phases, it is likely that 

the latter will also contain abundant ferroelastic twin walls. The latter may be driven by the 

locations of the cavity MA entities because Σ2 at k = ¼,¼,0 and M3- at k = ½,½,0 in the Brillouin 

zone would give the required P21/c space group7.  

 

As has been found in many conventional perovskites, any strains coupled to changes in 

structure associated with a PT necessarily lead to changes in the elastic properties, while 

acoustic losses provide insights into the dynamics of strain-related microstructures24. Resonant 

ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) has been used here to probe these aspects of both the HT and 

                                                             
#It is found very readily using ISOSUBGROUP25 that such an analysis gives both structures in space group P21/c; 

for the HT structure on a cell  (1,1,0), (-1,1,0), (0,0,2) with an origin of (0,½,½) with respect to the notional 

perovskite parent, and for the LT structure on a cell (0,1,0), (-1,0,1), (2,0,2), origin (0,0,½), as observed. 
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LT phases, as well as the transition between them. Selected RUS spectra from a single crystal 

collected during both heating and cooling sequences between 100 and 280 K are shown in Fig. 

S5a. Data extracted from fitting of selected cooling peaks in these are shown in Fig. 2. The 

square of the peak frequency, f, of selected peaks scales with different combinations of the 

single crystal elastic constants and shows a sharp discontinuity at the transition point. There is 

no precursor softening or stiffening as the transition is approached from above and the LT 

phase is elastically stiffer than the HT phase by ~8-12% (Fig. 2a). All the resonance modes 

show the same pattern, which is probably related simply to the increased density of the LT 

phase. The trend is reversed on heating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Temperature dependencies of ƒ2 (a) and Q-1 (b) from fitting of selected cooling 
resonance peaks of RUS spectra.  
 

 

The inverse mechanical quality factor, Q-1, derived from peak widths (as described in the 

supplementary information) is a measure of acoustic loss26. It shows a sharp increase between 

low loss from the HT phase to a wide temperature interval of high loss from the LT phase (Fig. 

2b), with a return to the lowest values below ~100 K. There are three possible causes. The first 

is simply due to the development of cracks arising from the large volume change on cooling 

through the transition. Values of Q-1 for the HT phase do not return to their initial relatively 

(a) (b) 
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low values after cycling through the transition, suggesting that some micro-cracking might 

occur, but there is still a significant decrease on reheating through the transition temperature. 

An extrinsic origin for the increased loss would most likely be from ferroelastic twin walls 

which are mobile in response to external stress (Fig. S4)24, perhaps inherited from the parent 

HT structure (Fig. S6). However, an intrinsic origin is also possible and could be analogous to 

the acoustic properties of the mineral lawsonite, CaAl2Si2O7(OH)2·H2O, in which it appears 

that relaxations of hydrogen bonding occur in response to the external stress27. In 

[MA][Mn(N3)3], such relaxations develop in RUS measurements at ~0.1-1 MHz, implying a 

time scale of ~10-5-10-6 s for the relaxation process of hydrogen bonding between the MA 

cation and [Mn(N3)3]- framework. The acoustic loss pattern in [MA][Mn(N3)3] spans ~100 K, 

which is substantially broader than has been observed in association with a PT driven by the 

configurational order-disorder of the A-site organic amine cations in 

[(CH2)3NH][Mn(HCOO)3]28 and [DMA][M(HCOO)3] (M = Mn and Co)29, suggesting a 

fundamentally different origin. 

 

To fully understand the PT mechanism and origin of the associated large entropy change across 

the PT, we have applied lattice dynamics calculations to probe the driving forces30-31. The 

Gibbs free energy (G) is calculated by applying the harmonic approximation methodology from  

            G = U + EVib - TSVib (1)       

where the internal energy of the system U can be obtained from density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations. The phonon free energy (EVib + SVib) arising from harmonic vibrations of the lattice 

is calculated using the frozen phonon approximation. The Mn centres were treated in a high 

spin state and the spin orientations were allowed to relax automatically. At the temperatures of 

the PT considered there is no magnetic ordering present in the material; the energy differences 

between different magnetic orderings are also an order of magnitude smaller than either 
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differences in internal energy or vibrational entropy, so would have little effect on our analysis. 

The energy related to the magnetic ordering is treated using … which is trivial to G and is not 

considered here (Keith, can you add a bit more information here?). The vibrational entropy 

(SVib) is calculated from the phonon density of states (DOS) of all positive phonon modes 

according to  

              SVib(T)=3kB� ��ɛ�	
��ɛ� � 1�ln
���� � 1� � ����ln
�������ɛ
�

�              (2) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, g(ɛ) is the normalized phonon DOS with energy ε = ћω 

(ω is mode frequency), n(ɛ) is Bose-Einstein population of a state of energy ɛ at temperature T.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The vibrational entropy, SVib, (pentagons) and Gibbs free energy, G, (hexagons) for 
the HT and LT phases calculated across a 0 - 400 K temperature range.  
 

The contributions of the phonon modes to SVib of these two phases are shown in Fig. S7, which 

demonstrates that the HT structure exhibits larger vibrational effects at almost all phonon 

energies. In addition, the left plots in Fig. 3 show G of the HT and LT phases as a function of 

temperature. The internal energy difference (∆U) between the two phases is constant with 

varying temperature, therefore cannot account for the crossover of the phase stability. 

Additionally, since both the HT and LT structures have similar thermal expansion as observed 
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from VT-SCXRD (Fig. S8), pV does not contribute to the PT significantly. This means that the 

dominant effect for driving the transition arises from the vibrational entropy term (EVib - TSVib), 

as deduced from equation 1. The lack of any difference in configurational entropy across the 

transition distinguishes this system from the scenario in other HOIPs (e.g. [MA][PbI3]32 and 

[DMA][M(HCOO)3] (M = Mn, Co and Ni)33), where dynamic configurational ordering mainly 

contributes to the difference in entropy between competing phases. EVib is greater in the HT 

phase than the LT phase at all temperatures, and destabilises the HT phase by 3.43 kJmol-1 at 

the phase transition point, therefore the driving force for the HT phase becoming more stable 

can only come from SVib. Furthermore, the right panel of Fig. 3 shows that the SVib of the HT 

phase is greater than that of the LT structure. As the temperature increases so the TSVib 

contribution to G becomes more pronounced and eventually the HT phase becomes 

thermodynamically more favourable than the LT phase at about 220 K, which is in reasonable 

agreement with the experimental value at around 265 K. At the transition we calculate a value 

of ∆SVib of 22.75 J K-1mol-1 greater than the measured value (4.35 J K-1mol-1), the difference 

probably arises due the fact that the harmonic approximation applied here does not account for 

the change in volume with temperature of the phases .  

 

We also investigate which phonon modes are responsible for the difference in TSVib between 

the two phases. The frequency dependencies of TSVib  and integrated vibrational entropy (TSTot) 

of the HT and LT structures are plotted in Figs S9a and b, respectively. These plots show how 

the vibrational modes contribute to the entropy, depending on their frequency. The vast 

majority of the contribution to TSVib comes from vibrational modes with frequencies below 10 

THz, which leads to the cumulative entropy (TSTot) to reach a plateau at around 10 THz at any 

given temperature, indicating the dominance of low-frequency phonon modes in the lattice 

vibration.  
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Figure 4. The fractional contribution of A-site (green), B-site (red) and X-site (purple) to the 
total vibrational entropy at HT (top) (a) and LT (bottom) (b) phase within the 0-0.10 eV energy 
range. The frequency dependencies of decomposed DOS of each atom at HT (c) and LT phase 
(d). 
 
 

To further probe the atomistic origins of the above results, we have decomposed the fractional 

contribution of each structural site (A-, B- and X-sites) to the TSTot within the corresponding 

entropy range by calculating the weighted average of the phonon density of states (DOS) of a 

given site і at energy ɛ, gi(ɛ)=j ωij/k ωk, where ωij are the weights of the phonon modes 

involving the site і at energy ɛ, and k is the list of all sites (Fig. 4a and b)20. The frequency 

(d) 
(b) 

(a) 
(c) 
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dependencies of decomposed DOS of each atom at HT and LT are plotted in Fig. 4c and d, 

which shows the contributions to the phonon spectrum broken down by atomic site. As seen 

from this, the modes that contribute most to the entropy (those below 10 THz) involve 

contributions from all A-, B- and X-sites. This confirms that these phonons are collective 

modes, which depend on the interactions between the sites in the crystal structure. The 

collective motions determine the entropy and in turn depend on the strength of the bonding 

between the A-site molecule and the perovskite framework. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. The physical model of the DOS as a function of the mode energy for the HT (top) 
and LT (bottom) phases influenced by the collective vibrational modes during phase transition. 
(Keith, what sort of DOS does the high ‘hill’ mean?) 
 
 
 
Based on these findings we can propose a physical model for the forces that drive the PT. In 

Fig. 5 we show a schematic representation of the HOIP in two different phases. The top phase 

is the HT phase, which has higher internal energy. The phonon DOS spectra are represented 

for both phases in the high and low panels, respectively, where the collective modes of the 

‘softer’ HT phase have lower frequency than those of the LT phase. At low temperature the U 

contribution dominates G and the LT phase is more stable. However, the collective vibrational 
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modes become more populated (Boltzmann distribution) with increasing temperature, and the 

collective modes of the HT phase fill up more rapidly than those of the LT phase so that the 

vibrational entropy of HT consequently increases at a faster rate. Eventually the balance of free 

energy between the two phases is reversed as the difference in TSVib becomes greater than the 

difference in U. This mechanism highlights the important role of collective modes and the 

delicate balance of inter atomic forces in determining phase stability through accumulative 

atomic vibrations in certain hybrid materials. It is worth mentioning that such kinds of 

transitions are significantly different from widely reported order-disorder transitions which 

feature large entropy changes due to configurational alterations.  

 
 
In conclusion, we have comprehensively investigated the first order PT in a HOIP, 

[CH3NH3][Mn(N3)3], via a combined approach of experiments and lattice dynamics 

calculations. The transition is between two different subgroup structures of the parent cubic 

structure and is representative of the very substantial increase in diversity of structures, 

properties and PTs which is emerging from this new class of materials in comparison with 

conventional oxide perovskites. In particular, the difference in vibrations of all atomic sites 

between the HT and LT phases induces significant energetic changes, hence becoming the main 

driving force of the transition. Moreover, the large entropic effect, arising solely from 

vibrational entropy, across the transition is rare in molecular systems since entropy changes 

normally originate from configurational alterations related to different molecular ordering 

states. Taking the advantage of abundant chemical diversity of HOIPs, this study unveils a little 

corner of their giant PT landscape and highlights the fundamentally different new features of 

these transitions from an atomic level. Furthermore, considering the fact that many important 

properties of perovskites (e. g. ferroelectricity and multiferroicity) are a consequence of PTs, 

the cooperative contributions of all A-, B- and X-sites for driving PTs in HOIPs can give rise 
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to many novel functionalities that conventional perovskites are unable to endow. Finally, 

viewing from a broad perspective, we believe this interplay between thermodynamic driving 

mechanisms - balancing entropy, electrostatics and hydrogen bonding - can stimulate and guide 

the discovery of new ferroic HOIPs and other hybrid materials.  

 

Methods 

Methods, including statements of data availability and any associated accession codes and 

references, are available in the online version of this paper. 
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